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Compact system for testing and fault locating on low and medium voltage cables.


Highlights


	Compact, robust, modular and configurable.
	Suitable for assembly in small-medium utility vehicles.
	Single-phase or three-phase HV output.
	It includes several methods of pre-location of
	faults (TDR, IF-TDR, ICE, ARC, M-ARC).
	4 AT output ranges.
	Safe and fast location of faults.
	High peak energy for aAccurate and effective pin-pointing.


RLF C4-8-16-32 is a compact equipment for testing and locating faults in low and medium voltage cables.
   
The TS80R reflectometer has the most modern fault prelocation methods TDR and IF-TDR (Time Domain Reflection and intermittent TDR) ICE (Impulse Current) ARC and M-ARC (Arc Reflection Method and multiple ARC) and DECAY (Voltage Decay).
   
 Thanks to its energy peak of 2048J in its four ranges 4, 8, 16 and 32kV (1024J or 3072J optional) it offers the necessary power to accurately pinpoint cable faults by the acoustic method with the RPF A/I fault  pinpointer.
    
The powerful high voltage source allows testing
at anyvoltage level between 0 to 32kV.
    
Typical configuration:
- Command modul
- Reflectometer TS 80R
- RGT 100R tone generator
- Switch range key (4, 8, 16 or 32 kV)
- Switch functions key (Fliter, Direct and Signal)
- Switch phase key (R, S, T and Earth)
- HV output cable
- Operation / safety ground
- Wire- Power cord.
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Pin - Pointer, RPF A/I


Power Cable Identifier
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Additional equipment


COMPACT FAULT LOCATOR SYSTEM
RLF C4-8-16-32 Triphasic


Ground Fault locator
RMA
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